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1. Executive Summary 
During recent years Grid computing has evolved in several aspects but there is still a 

significant effort to be done in the area of tracking and monitoring Grid components, and 

most important how to use that information to understand and identify in advance Grid 

services performance conducts, submission cost, and resources allocations. Currently, without 

predicted resource utilization, finish time, or a reliable evidence of success in a given time, 

Grid users may only expect to see their jobs completed sometime in the future. And most 

important, from the Grid architecture point of view, schedulers need this problem to be solved 

in order to offer a trustworthy service. Therefore, Grid performance prediction has become a 

hot topic in the Grid computing area. It is one of key issues which should be done to smooth 

the transition from a research-driven Grid Computing towards widely used commercial Grids. 

But there is no straightforward answer and several approaches need to be considered in order 

to tackle this problem. In traditional computing there is a possibility to be familiar with the 

resources and programs, as they are part of a controlled environment without data access 

restrictions. Thus, the performance research in this area is focused on the exact qualification 

of software programs and resources in order to get the accurate prediction of their runtime 

performance. The performance analysis and prediction in Grid computing needs to consider 

different approaches because the environment is dynamic, heterogeneous, and is not reliable. 

In this deliverable a survey of existing performance prediction models and solutions was 

presented. The list of solutions may not be obviously complete since needed information was 

collected from CoreGRID partners and based on current knowledge of authors of this 

deliverable. There may exist research groups skipped in the survey that do not belong to the 

CoreGRID network, their results were not visible enough, or they have not considered 

performance prediction in a context of Grids or high performance computing. The survey was 

focused on an exploitation of performance prediction methods in Grid scheduling. Therefore, 

this is not a complete review of all prediction models and approaches since a scope of this 

review would be too wide. 

A considerable number of models was collected to draw conclusions concerning performance 

prediction methods in the Grid context. To gather information about existing Grid 

performance prediction methods a template was created and circulated among the CoreGRID 

partners. The template contains questions concerning performance prediction model (such as 

prediction method, category, required input, estimated parameters, supported classes of 

application and resources etc.), applications of this prediction method in Grid scheduling, 

available software (including architecture, supported technologies, and availability), and other 

useful information (e.g. publications, links, authors, etc.). The following performance 

prediction solutions were described using this template and included in the analysis within 

this deliverable: 

• Downey (statistical methods for prediction of runtime and queue times) 

• Dinda (time series for host load and application runtime prediction) 

• NWS (statistical analysis of time series for predictions of network and computational 

performance) 

• Faerman (regression techniques for prediction of transfer ratio and application 

performance) 

• Smith (statistical methods using templates for categorization of applications) 

• DIMEMAS (performance prediction of MPI applications) 

• eNANOS (statistical analysis of workloads) 
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• Modeling Workloads for Grid Systems (statistical analysis and Markov-chains) 

• Grid performance prediction based on historical information (prediction of Grid 

Service response time) 

• Gamma Model (prediction based on a deterministic model) 

• OpenSeries & StreamMiner (time series analysis for prediction of machine loads 

and availability of machines) 

• LaPIe (performance optimization of collective communications) 

• GPRES (jobs categorization based on templates for prediction of runtimes and 

queue times) 

• ASKALON (prediction of job execution and wait times based on historical information 

and inter-platform performance translation). 

The solutions developed by CoreGRID partners are marked bold. The remaining ones were 

described by authors of this deliverable or partners from outside of the CoreGRID network 

due to relevance and maturity of these methods. 

The available input was summarized and, based on this, classified, analyzed to find certain 

trends, analyzed in terms of exploitation possibilities, and to identify weak points and 

challenges etc. As a result issues that require further studies were identified. Among other 

research topics we concluded that additional investigation would be essential in the areas such 

as methods for expression and fulfillment of performance guarantees, detailed and reliable 

information about possible prediction errors, standardized common methods for specification 

of application performance models, standard Grid workload format, and integrated 

infrastructure providing access to different prediction systems depending on application and 

resource type. 

The deliverable also contains a summary of parameters estimated by performance prediction 

models. In general, models presented in the survey provide predictions of most of the 

parameters needed in Grid scheduling. However, most of them are designed for prediction of 

particular parameters. Therefore, each of them can be used for different purposes depending 

on type of scheduled applications and scheduling objectives. If a Grid scheduler needs to use 

multiple parameters for scheduling it would have to use multiple performance prediction 

solutions to obtain required parameters. The similar conclusions can be made based on 

analysis of classes of applications and input information handled by the considered solutions. 

Depending on these aspects of a Grid environment different prediction approaches would 

have to be used. Usability of particular methods for certain classes of applications and Grid 

environments are discussed in the deliverable as well.  

In addition to analysis of performance prediction solutions themselves, examples of their use 

in Grid scheduling algorithms are presented. It turned out that many of existing models were 

applied in Grid scheduling. Most of them were used to improve backfilling strategy and use 

minimum completion time approach. There were also attempts to include knowledge from 

prediction systems in more complex cost functions, using multi-criteria approach, and for 

workflow scheduling. 

Practical aspects of use of performance prediction methods in Grid scheduling were also 

considered. To this end, information about available software and its limitation was included 

as well. This may be useful for Grid developers who search for software tools that could be 

used in the Grid infrastructures they are working on. It turned out that prediction methods 

presented in the survey were applied to various scheduling strategies summarized in the 

deliverable. In many cases, especially for prediction adjusted to specific applications and 

resources, use of performance prediction had a great influence on performance of Grid 
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scheduling.  The deliverable also contains a list of software packages available including 

information about supported Grid technologies. However, some of these packages are not 

mature enough to be commonly used. Others are generic packages which are not designed to 

be easily (without additional development effort) deployed in Grid environments.  

In addition to the performance prediction models and solutions described using mentioned 

templates there were also others used in Grid scheduling. Some of them are briefly described 

in the deliverable, too.  

In this way, this deliverable is a good starting point for further research in this domain as 

certain issues and challenges pointed out in the document require deeper studies. It also 

provides a general view of available tools and solutions for both, Grid practitioners who are 

looking for performance prediction tools or models to improve their Grid scheduling 

solutions, and Grid researchers who aim at new advances in the domain of performance 

prediction in Grids. 
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2. Introduction 
 

2.1. Context 
 

The general objective of the Institute on Resource Management and Scheduling (RMS) is the 

development of a common and generic solution for Grid scheduling and management in Next 

Generation Grids. 

In order to provide a common and generic solution, this Institute addresses several tasks that 

are focused in common scheduling and management aspects. One of them is the 

“Performance prediction for improving advance scheduling of resource allocations”. The 

performance prediction of Grid jobs is an important component for efficient Grid scheduling 

as information about the execution time of a Grid job is required to plan resource allocations 

in advance. With different types of resources and different kinds of service quality, the 

performance analysis is a complex task. To this end, this task aims to identify and analyze 

existing performance models and solution for Grid jobs. Based on these models, strategies for 

predicting the application performance with respect to the available resource situation will be 

examined. 
 

2.2. Structure of document 
 

The document is organized as follows. In this section (2) generic performance prediction in 

Grids problem, state of the art, and challenges are introduced. In Section 3 we present a 

template that was used to describe existing performance prediction models and solutions in a 

coherent and structured way. Section 4 contains a survey of performance prediction models 

and solutions based organized according to the template presented in Section 3. In Section 5 

an analysis of considered models and solutions is described. It includes a basic usability study 

as well as gap analysis. Finally, Section 6 contains a summary of the review. 
 

2.3. Performance prediction in Grids 
 

During the last period the Grid architecture definition started to settle down and more effort 

has been dedicated to facilitate the work of accessing Grid Services and Resources for 

computational scientists, researchers and high performance computing users. In order to 

achieve this objective, complementary services, extended capabilities, and user-friendly web 

interfaces, such us Grid portals, have been created reaching a point where a user can securely 

create, submit, and schedule Grid jobs, but none of current functionalities can truly identify in 

advance Service performance and Resource allocation behaviours. 

In summary Grid computing has evolved in several aspects but there is still a significant effort 

to be done in the area of tracking and monitoring Grid components, and most important how 

to use that information to understand and identify in advance Grid Services performance 

conducts, submission cost, and Resources allocations. Currently, without predicted resource 

utilization, finishing time, or a reliable evidence of success in a given time, Grid users may 

only expect to see their jobs completed sometime in the future. And most important, from the 

Grid architecture point of view, schedulers need this problem to be solved in order to offer a 

trustworthy service. Therefore, Grid performance prediction has become a hot topic in the 
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Grid computing area. It is one of key issues which should be done to smooth the transition 

from a research-driven Grid Computing towards widely used commercial Grids. 

But there is no straightforward answer and several approaches need to be considered in order 

to tackle this problem. In traditional computing there is a possibility to be familiar with the 

resources and programs, as they are part of a controlled environment without data access 

restrictions. Thus, the performance research in this area is focused on the exact qualification 

of software programs and resources in order to get the accurate prediction of their runtime 

performance. The performance analysis and prediction in Grid Computing needs to consider 

different approaches because the environment is dynamic, heterogeneous, and is not reliable.  

As a result, a number of key tasks in the area have been identified: 

• Define the input parameters to be considered for understanding Grid Services and 

Resources performance behaviour. Also, it is essential to identify how important 

and influential each of those parameters is for a given objective (i.e. Service 

scheduling, advance resource allocation, SLA, finishing time).  

• Answer the problem of dealing with heterogenic data. Each performance data 

source contains heterogeneous data. In order to work and learn from them at the 

same time it is important to establish a data parameters qualification structure with 

its attributes, restrictions, and synonyms that can be applied to different sources of 

information and extended to cope with changes and new Grid environments. 

• Given that it is difficult to define and predict certain values (such as runtime 

performance, resource usability), the ideal task is to find a range of acceptable 

predicted values that may offer a guide to an error estimation.  

• Depending on the predicting solution objective, the answer may need to ponder the 

running cost the Grid Service in a set of Resources. 

• Traditional performance metrics that refer to a criterion to be used in the 

evaluation of a system performance, such as time response, rate, and resource 

utilization need to be extended and tailored to facilitate Grid resource comparisons, 

assessments and moreover to offer the source of information to identify the most 

predictable and reliable source of capacity computing power for a given request. 
 

2.4. State of the art (existing approaches) 
 

In order to understand and represent Grid environments, most of the early research efforts 

have been focused on Grid simulators. The relevant examples are: MicroGrid[1] which allows 

execution of Globus toolkit applications using a controlled virtual Grid environment; 

SimGrid[2] toolkit that is used for a simulation of “C” language application scheduling; 

GridSim[3] toolkit that provides a comprehensive facility for simulation of different classes of 

heterogeneous resources, users, applications, resource brokers, and schedulers; and modelling 

of sites and also VO. 

The problem is that these simulators work off-line, they are relatively slow, and they are used 

as a complementary tool for verifying results of applications. They do not consider the 

importance of on-line dynamic modelling to match Grid changing behaviours and upgrading 

data mining rules.  

In order to overcome the limitations listed above, historical information (or trace data) 

retrieved from Grid Resources, Services and Users started to be considered to understand and 

predict their performance. The assumption was made that this information provides the reality 

required for dynamic modelling and predicting the Grid components performance. According 

to this approach as more resources and services are available and used the better and more 

accurate the descriptive information and range of acceptable performance values may be. This 
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type of solution aims to create a learning process that attempts to use the best data descriptive 

structures, to find stochastic parameter values and data mining rules for Grid performance 

prediction. 

Ideally, the historical data may be used in an inductive learning process of the Grid 

environment to generate performance predictions. The learning process can be preceded by a 

centralized knowledge acquisition system that collects data from distributed and semantically 

heterogeneous sources. The information retrieved can be processed using different learning 

methodologies to create and enhance Grid models composed of a set of parameters, their 

values, probabilities, and influence in the nearby environment and predict Grid job 

submission time, resource usage and user behaviours . This process may also continue with 

the identification of critical components that have the greatest affect in the Grid performance 

in order to tune them or red flag bottlenecks. The data mining rules may take into account 

questions like:  What is the weight of each parameter? How influent is the age of the 

information? How stable is each parameter information related to the time? How influent a 

parameter has been during previous performance forecasting and how was the metrics 

behaviour in those cases?  

A number of works has been carried out following this line. For instance, some work has been 

done in workload models in order to analyze certain condition just adjusting the workload or 

to modify the values of model parameters one at a time in order to investigate the influence of 

each one[4]. Also, other works are trying to analyze and deduce individual user behaviours in 

order to identify common patterns to classify users in groups. Statistical analysis has been also 

performed to identify and classify job submissions[5][6][7]. The use of templates[8] to 

categorize jobs has been offered as a new approach for understanding its performance 

conduct.   
 

2.5. Challenges and issues 
 

There is a consensus in historical data performance prediction solutions to use the most non-

intrusive way possible, learning from the available data collected from each Grid component 

starting from an important level of uncertainty about Service performance and requirements 

and moving towards a learning process that improves the Resource and Services performance 

acknowledge. 

The aim of the analysis is to produce an estimate of both the best and worst case prediction 

performance aiming to reduce this gap the closer as possible. From the results, the 

methodology needs to identify critical Grid components and for each component the crucial 

input parameters that offers the greatest quality information. Depending on the methodology 

to be used, a technique that focuses the attention on obtaining more precise data for them 

needs to be implemented. 

The very first challenge is given by the heterogenic aspects presented in the collected data. 

The ideal scenario may be to develop a query-centric system for knowledge acquisition. For 

the time being, the meaning and translation is done in an ad-hoc manner that needs to be 

enhanced to definitely fit into different and dynamic Grid environments.  

Once the data is translated into information the next challenge is to exploit it. Several 

techniques are currently tested starting from very simple mining approaches, following by 

templates that can be used to compare different Resources and Services and ending on very 

complex data learning systems. None of them have already set a landmark for solving the 

majority of the problems and most importantly, it is understandable that some techniques can 

be better applied to meet a given objective than others. Therefore, there is an essential 
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threshold to reach in this area where the combination of several approaches may produce the 

best result.  

Another important issue is that, regardless the technique to be used for analyzing the 

information, the Grid computing dynamic composition press on moving from conventional 

point-valued performance parameters that may produce inaccurate solutions since they can 

only represent one point in a range of possible behaviours to a set of possible values and their 

probabilities.  

A final important challenge is introduced by the lack of Grid performance metrics. Currently 

there are no widely used Grid performance metrics, a criterion to be used in the evaluation of 

a system performance, for computational Grid environments. In traditional parallel 

computing, response time and system utilization are a major concern. Grid Computing 

requires the reconsideration of the traditional metrics and benchmarking approaches. 

Moreover, Grid configurations are dynamics, deprecating common metrics like peak 

performance and throughput, and highlighting others, such as latency and failure localization. 

Therefore, a new set of metrics needs to be defined to generally evaluate and compare a 

system performance. 
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3. Template for Performance Prediction Models and Solutions 
 

 

This section contains a template that was used to describe performance prediction models and 

solutions. Questionnaire based on this template was circulated among partners of the  

CoreGRID Virtual Institute on Resource Management and Scheduling. It was also used by 

authors of this deliverable to describe solutions coming from outside the CoreGRID network. 

The template contains information concerning both the theoretical basis of the model such as 

for instance its classification as well as more practical aspects, e.g. used technologies, 

available software etc. 

Below you can find a structure of the template along with an explanation of every single 

element. 

 

Model. Name and a short description of the model. 

 

Category. Model category with regard to applied:  

• information, e.g. history of previously submitted jobs, given application model 

• method, e.g. statistical, AI, analytical 

 

Authors. If known, research team that designed or evaluated the model, names of researchers, 

institution name, a year when the work was presented 

 

Scope. Environment for which predictions are provided, e.g. single machine, cluster, queuing 

system, Grid 

 

Estimated values. What values are estimated using this model, e.g. job execution times, 

queue waiting times, resource requirements 

 

Predictor input. Variables that are used as an input for the predictor. All the data that is 

provided to the predictor and information who/what should provide such data. Main metrics 

that are used for estimations, e.g. application name, load, number of processors, CPU speed, 

etc. 

 

Class(es) of applications. Classes of applications supported by this model, e.g. arbitrary, 

batch, interactive, web service, parallel, workflow. 

 

Class(es) of resources. Class of resources supported by this model, e.g. arbitrary, 

homogeneous, SMP, clusters, services etc. 

 

Prediction method. Details of the prediction method – a short description of how estimations 

are calculated 

 

Prediction quality. Achieved quality of prediction – errors size in percents with a short 

description of experiments used to obtain these results 

 

Scheduling policies. List and descriptions of scheduling policies that use this model 

(description can be just the method name if it’s well known, a reference or a short review) 

 

Software tool. Software tool or package that contains an implementation of this model 
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Availability. Availability of the software: project, institution,  licensing, download 

location, support, status information 

 

Architecture. Architecture of the solution 

 

Support of technologies. Technologies and tools that are supported by this software, 

e.g. local queuing systems, Grid resource brokers etc. 

 

Publications. List of publications describing this model. 

 

Links. Links both to publications/descriptions of the model and to the software. 
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4. Review of Existing Performance Prediction Models and 

Solutions 
 

We based this review on two sources. First, we obtained information using questionnaires 

based on the template described in the previous section from researchers belonging to the 

CoreGRID network of excellence. Second, authors of this deliverable filled out templates 

with information about other important performance prediction solutions (from outside the 

CoreGRID network) . 

We included the following performance prediction models and solutions to the survey 

(models developed by CoreGRID partners are highlighted using a bold font): 

• Downey (statistical methods for prediction of runtime and queue times) 

• Dinda (time series for host load and application runtime prediction) 

• NWS (statistical analysis of time series for predictions of network and computational 

performance) 

• Faerman (regression techniques for prediction of transfer ratio and application 

performance) 

• Smith (statistical methods using templates for categorization of applications) 

• DIMEMAS (performance prediction of MPI applications) 

• eNANOS (statistical analysis of workloads) 

• Modeling Workloads for Grid Systems (statistical analysis and Markov-chains) 

• Grid performance prediction based on historical information (prediction of Grid 

Service response time) 

• Gamma Model (prediction based on a deterministic model) 

• OpenSeries & StreamMiner (time series analysis for prediction of machine loads 

and availability of machines) 

• LaPIe (performance optimization of collective communications) 

• GPRES (jobs categorization based on templates for prediction of runtimes and 

queue times) 

• ASKALON (prediction of job execution and wait times based on historical information 

and inter-platform performance translation) 

 

4.1. Downey (statistical methods for prediction of runtime and queue 

times) 
 

Model 

They propose an application-centric (individual jobs select  resources in order to minimize the 

turnaround of its applications) scheduler hat uses application information (its runtime on 

various cluster size) and system state (using the predicted queue times) to choose the cluster 

size with the shortest expected turnaround time for each job. 

 

Category  

The presented predictors are based on statistical estimators.  
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Authors 

Allen B. Downey 

 

Scope  

Clusters 

 

Estimated values 

They estimate the remaining queue time for a job that is at the head of the queue.  

 

Predictor input   

The current status of the cluster; this includes: all the jobs that are running with their 

respective information (average parallelism, running time and associated processors). 

 

Class(es) of applications 

Their work is mainly focused on the malleable jobs model. They basically characterize the 

applications describing its speedup  on a family of curves that are parameterized by a job’s 

average parallelism and its variance. Using this profile they generate the speedups for the jobs 

models.  They  play with two kinds of jobs: jobs with high variance and jobs with very low 

variance. The workloads used in the experiments and simulations are based in this typologies. 

They do not take into account other application characteristics that can significantly modify 

their behavior (MPI, OpenMP or OpenMP+MPI applications, distributed applications, 

dependencies etc). 

 

Class(es) of resources 

Taking into account that they are mainly focused in malleable jobs, it seems that these 

techniques are more suitable to be applied in local centers with SMP clusters rather than in a 

distributed environment. They describe the state of the machine at time of an arrival as: there 

are p jobs running, with several ages ia , and cluster sizes in (the ith job has been running in the 

cluster in  for the time a)  

 

 

Prediction method 

They propose two different prediction techniques that are based in the two statistical 

estimators: the mean and the median.  They expect to predict the ( )'nQ . This is the time until 

n’ additional become available, where n’=n- freein  and freein is the number of processors 

already available. The main characteristics of the two used estimators are: 

� They use an equation that computes  the median of the queue remaining time exactly 

by enumerating all possible outcomes (which jobs complete and which are still 

running), and that calculates the probability that the request will be satisfied before the 

given time t. They create the equation by using the cumulative distribution function of 

the distribution lifetimes (that by construction of the workloads is previously known: a 

uniform-log distribution).  Finally, they find the median value by setting this 

probability equal to 0.5 and solving it for the median queue time, obtaining the value 

of t.  

� Using the equation that calculates the probability that a given job will finish before 

time t they approximate that the conditional cumulative distribution indicates what 

fraction of a job’s processors will be available at this time. They exemplify this model 

explaining the following case: if a job that has been running for 30 minutes might have 

the 50% of chance of completing in the next hour (freeing all its processors) they 
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predict that the job will release 50% of its processors within the next hour.  Thus the 

number of free processors at time  t  will be the sum of the processors released by each 

job: ( )tcdfnF iLi i a|∑ ⋅= . To estimate the expected queue time they set F=n’ and solve 

for t. 

 

Prediction quality  

They evaluate the proposed scheduling strategies using the simulation methodology based on 

an abstract workload model. These workloads models try to avoid using concrete workloads 

and then focusing on a specific group of centers.   

They show how using predicted queue times to choose cluster size reduces the turnaround 

time of individual jobs, even with inaccurate predictions.  The average time saving per job is 

13.5 minutes while the average job duration is 78 minutes. The predictive allocation strategy 

is within the 2% of the optimal.  

 

Scheduling policies  

They study the usage of these prediction techniques evaluating a different set of scheduling 

scenarios: 

� The AVG strategy, which assigns free processors to queued jobs in first-come-first-

served order, giving each job no more than A processors (where A is the average of 

parallelism of the job). This strategy forces head job to run even one processor is free 

(thanks to the malleability). This approach is obviously in the point of view of the 

system due to the utilization is high, but no from the user point of view. 

� The OPT strategy uses scheduling with perfect prediction. This application centric 

strategy uses queue time prediction to minimize the turnaround time of each job. This 

is done by evaluating each possibility and finding the value of n that minimizes the 

Q(n)+R(n) , where  Q(n) is the queue wait time for get n processors, and R(n) is 

runtime of the job with n processors. 

� The PRED strategy uses scheduling with realistic predictions. This is strategy behaves 

exactly as the previous one but except that knowing the Q(n) deterministically they 

estimate using the predictors mean and median. 

� The BIAS strategy uses the historic information about the past prediction and its 

respective real values to compute the parameters of the linear transformation. This 

transformation will be applied to the future predictions to correct the bias that they 

potentially have. 

� The HEUR strategy uses only application characteristics when carrying out the 

scheduling.  Any job with sequential life time greater than a given thresholds and 

parallelism bigger than a given threshold will hold out for at least some fraction f of its 

maximum cluster size.  The two thresholds must be tuned according the workload.  

 

Software tool 

Not available 

 

Publications 

[9][10] 
 

Links  

� http://www.sdsc.edu/~downey/downey.html 

� http://www.sdsc.edu/~downey/workload/ 

� http://apples.ucsd.edu  
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4.2. Dinda (time series for host load and application runtime prediction) 
 

Model 

They propose predicting application performance using the correlation of the running time of 

compute-bound tasks on a host and the computational load on the host. Their work has been 

used and referenced in many works. 

 

Category  

Mathematical approaches are taken. Manly the time series techniques are used. 

 

Authors 

This work has been done mainly from people for the Northwerstern University / Evantson 

� Petter A Dinda 

� David R. O Hallaron  

 

Scope  

This work can be applied in both Grid and local environments. 

 

Estimated values 

They estimate the host load and the application runtime. 

 

Predictor input   

They use two different types of input values: 

� Historical information about the host load of the jobs. 

� The t-nominal time of the application to be predicted is needed.The t-nominal is the 

time that a given tasks would take in an unloaded host). 

 

Class(es) of applications 

They are not focused in an specific kind of applications. They do not take into account things 

like tasks dependencies and other issues that may influence the predictability of the 

applications. The main idea is to use the computational availability of the host to predict the 

applications runtime. 

 

 

Class(es) of resources 

Not specific. 

 

Prediction method 

The main characteristics of their prediction methods are: 

� For the predictions they use to kind of methods: 

o Time series: AR, MA ARMA ad ARIME. 

o A simple adhoc windowed mean predictor called BM. This also includes 

LAST (which predicts that the last measurement of load)  

� The time series allows to make n-step-ahead predictions what implies that future 

prediction t+k, where t is actual time, is also based in the future prediction of t+k-1. 

� They evaluate the prediction quality using the mean squared error, what is the average 

of the square of the difference between predicted values and actual values. It is 

important to remark that there is a mean squared error associated with every lead time 

k. Two-step-ahead predictions (k=2) will have a different (probably higher) mean 

squared error than one-step ahead predictions, and so on. 
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� They compare the results of the different predictors comparing the expected mean 

square error of the models using the unpaired t-test, and do ANOVA procedures to 

verify that the differences that they detect are significantly above the noise floor. 

 

Prediction quality  

The predictions are returned with an interval of confidence. The returned interval will 

increase  if the distance from the actual time until the predicted time increments. 

 

 

Scheduling policies  

Not available 

 

Software tool 

Not available 

 

Publications 

[11][12][13][14][15][16] 

 

Links  

� For a brief introduction to self-similarity you can check the address 

o http://people.ac.upc.edu/joseb/#PhD  

http://people.ac.upc.edu/joseb/CURSO_DOCT_joseb_TM_SelfSim-v2.pd 

� David homepage http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~droh/ 

� Peter Dinda homepage http://www.cs.northwestern.edu/~pdinda/ 
 

4.3. NWS (statistical analysis of time series for predictions of network and 

computational performance) 
 

Model 

The NWS (Network Weather Service) model uses statistical analysis of time series to 

generate short-time predictions of performance of various network and computational 

resources.  

 

 

Category  

Model category with regard to applied:  

• information - historical information (measurements) 

• method -  statistical 

 

 

Authors 

Rich Wolski, developers: Neil Spring, Jim Hayes, Martin Swany, Graziano Obertelli. 

The work was initially presented on SC07, 1997. 

 

 

Scope  

Distributed resources: heterogeneous cluster, Grid environment. 
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Estimated values  

- CPU availability   

- TCP end-to-end  throughput 

- TCP end-to-end  latency 

 

 

Predictor input   

Previously measured values with a time stamp (time series): CPU usage, memory usage, TCP 

end-to-end bandwidth and latency, connection time. All these values are gathered by 

monitoring sensors and stored by the system.  

 

 

Class(es) of applications 

May be used for improving the performance of distributed parallel applications. 

 

 

Class(es) of resources  

Network resources: LAN, WAN 

Computational resources:  set of platforms supported by CPU sensors. 

 

 

Prediction method 

There are several statistical methods for generating predictions based on previous 

measurements. Groups of methods: 

- mean-based methods that use some estimate of the sample mean,  

- median-based methods,  

- autoregressive methods. 

The methods are described in detail in [20]. 

 

The accuracy of all predictors is evaluated using prediction error as an accuracy measure. The 

one exhibiting the lowest cumulative error measure at any given moment is chosen to 

generate a forecast. In this way, the NWS automatically identifies the best forecasting 

technique for any given resource. 

 

 

Prediction quality  

See [20] for the detailed testbed and experiment description. The prediction quality of the 

presented methods varies for different resources. The mean-based predictors are better for 

throughput time series, the median-based predictors are better for latency time series. In this 

experiment the mean percentage errors of predictions are lower than 2.5 and for the best 

methods lower than 0.8. There are no results for CPU availability predictions.  

 

 

Scheduling policies  

ApLeS scheduling methodology uses output from this model. See [21]. 

 

 

Software tool 

NWS (Network Weather Service) 
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Availability 

Support: Graziano Obertelli (graziano@cs.ucsb.edu)  

Status: the tool (source code) is available for download at: 

http://nws.cs.ucsb.edu/download/ 

 

 

Architecture  

The system is composed of four processes: Persistent State process, Name Server 

process, Sensor process and Forecasting process.  

 
Sensors distributed in the environment periodically measure monitored resources and 

send the measurements to the Persistent State process, where they are stored with a 

time stamp. Network sensors are grouped in Cliques and relay on active network 

probes, they gather: TCP connection time, end-to-end round-trip latency, and 

bandwidth. CPU sensors gather CPU load characteristics (one minute average idle 

time, user time, system time) using system utilities (vmstat, uptime) and additionally 

run active probes. 

The Forecaster gets needed time series from a Persistent Storage and performs the 

forecast using all the methods. Then the output of the method with the lowest error is 

taken as a forecast. The detailed architecture is described in [19]. 

 

 

Support of technologies 

Globus Toolkit 2.x (LDAP-based MDS), Globus Toolkit 4.0, Condor. 

 

 

Publications 

[17][18][19][20][21][22] 

 

Links  

NWS download and information: http://nws.cs.ucsb.edu  

NWS publications: http://nws.cs.ucsb.edu/publications.html 
 

4.4. Faerman (regression techniques for prediction of transfer ratio and 

application performance) 
 

Model 

They approach is to combine NWS measurements (frequent but non intrusive) with 

instrumentation data taken from actual applications runs (which are potentially intrusive bout 

infrequent) to predict the future transfer performance of an application. 
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Category  

The prediction methods are based on mathematical approaches using regression techniques 

with historical information gathered from the resources. 

 

Authors 

Marcio Faerman, Alan Su, Richard Wolski and Francine Berman 

 

Scope  

This work could be applied to a distributed collection of resources 

 

Estimated values 

They estimate the transfer ratio and performance for the applications. 

 

Predictor input   

Two different kind of information is required: 

� Data transfer historical information is used. This is gathered by the instrumentation of 

the application. 

� The bandwidth samples and some performance metrics coming from the NWS.  

Class(es) of applications 

It seems to be quite generic. The unique restriction is that the application is instrumented in 

order to gather the data transfer information. 

 

Class(es) of resources 

It is mainly focused in distributed Grid environments. It makes no sense to use these 

techniques other kind of environments such as SMP or single servers. 

 

Prediction method 

Some of its main characteristics are:  

� They try to capture the relationship between NWS probes and application benchmark 

they user regression models which calibrate application execution performance 

dynamic state of the system measured by the NWS. 

� When a prediction is required they recalculate the regression coefficients using 

original performance history, the most recent performance measurements and 

corresponding NWS data for the most recent time frame. 

� They use Start-up window: number of samples to "heat-up" the linear model. 

� Running Time windows: number of samples used for compute the model. 

Prediction quality  

The prediction accuracy is computed using the Normalized Mean Absolute Error.  

 

Publications 

[23] 

4.5. Smith (statistical methods using templates for categorization of 

applications) 
 

Model 

They predict wait times using historical information and a sort of clustering techniques based 

on classifying jobs using templates.  Their work had a lot of repercussion in the area of 

prediction since many authors has based their prediction research in their techniques. 
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Category  

This work can be classified in prediction using templates techniques and statistical techniques. 

They mainly use the statistical estimator of the mean and the linear regression for carry out 

the predictions in the templates.   

 

Authors 

Warren Smith is a Senior Computer Scientist. Actually he is working in the NASA Ames 

Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035.  

Ian Foster. The University of Chicago. Head, Distributed Systems Lab Mathematics & 

Computer Science, Argonne National Laboratory Northwester University.  

Valerie Tailor comes from the Distributed Systems Lab Mathematics & Computer Science, 

Argonne National. , Department Head. Currently  

 

Scope  

This work can be applied to jobs without any restrictions of where they are executed. 

However it is more suitable to be used in local centers and in specific host (SMP, cluster or 

single computers) rather than in distributed systems (aka Grid). 

 

Estimated values 

They estimate the runtime for the application. Two values are provided: the upper and lower 

bound for this time. 

 

Predictor input   

The predictor creates the templates and carries out the prediction having as an input a set of 

workloads (probably a workload per center).  

 

Class(es) of applications 

Not specific. 

 

Class(es) of resources 

In their work they do not specify in which kind of resources  are the target for these prediction 

techniques, however, as the input for creating the templates and predictions are the workloads, 

the more reasonable scope to apply these techniques are local centers. 

 

Prediction method 

Their work is mostly based on the work that previously Gibbons and Downey presented 

before. These last authors propose predictions also using templates and statistical estimators, 

however in their case, the definition of the templates was done statically.  Smith et al. 

comment that their prediction techniques are not very accurate with errors frequently 

exceeding the execution time.  

As Gibbons et al., they base their proposal in that similar applications are more likely to have 

similar runtimes than applications that have nothing in common. They attach the prediction 

problem in two phases: 

• How do they define "similar"? 

• How de they generate predictions? 

They define the similarity using templates. They criticize the work done by Downey and 

Gibbons in sense that, despite they also use historical information for prediction, they 

restricted themselves to relatively simple definitions of similarity.   

• Smith et al. create the templates Using search techniques for identifying good 

templates for a given workload. 
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• The work presented by them is basically based on Greedy and genetic algorithms. 

The prediction presented in their work is mainly dived in two parts: 

• The simpler computes the mean of the runtime of the jobs contained in a given 

category. 

• The more complex attempts to exploit the additional information provided by the node 

counts associated with the previous runtimes. It preforms a linear regression to 

compute the coefficients a and b for the equation R = aN + b , where N is the node 

count and R is the runtime. 

 

Prediction quality  

The evaluation is done with the workload of Aragone National Laboratory (ANL), the Cornell 

Theroy Center (CTC) and the San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC). They mainly 

evaluate: 

• The performance of the template creation algorithms 

• The effectiveness of mean and the linear regression 

• The impact of varying the number of nodes in each category on prediction 

performance. 

• What are the trends for the best templates of the workload. 

• A comparison with Gibbons and Downey predictors. 

The performance prediction results are better than the results obtained with Gibbons et al. 

However the mean percentage of absolute error seems to be greater than 30% of the real 

runtime.  

 

Scheduling policies  

First-come first-served (FCFS), least work first (LWF), Backfilling  

 

Publications 
[8][9][24][25]  

 

Links  

• http://people.nas.nasa.gov/~wwsmith/  

• http://www- fp.mcs.anl.gov/~foster/  

• http://prophesy.cs.tamu.edu/  
 

4.6. DIMEMAS (performance prediction of MPI applications) 
 

Model 

Dimemas 

Performance prediction of MPI applications in Grid environments. The architecture takes into 

account grids of parallel machines that are characterized by several parameters, as network 

latency and bandwidth, organization of the parallel machine (number of nodes, processors per 

node, internal latency and bandwidth). The Grid version was developed on the framework of 

IST project DAMIEN.  

 

Category  

 

1. information: tracefile from previous executions, can be from a non Grid-environment 

2. method: simulation 
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Authors 

CEPBA-UPC 

Barcelona Supercomputing Center 

Barcelona, Spain 

 

Scope  

From a single machine to grids of parallel machines.  

 

Estimated values 

Total execution time, estimation of the time required for each computation and 

communication. The result can be visualized as a detailed Paraver tracefile 

 

Predictor input   

Tracefile of the application (set of computation bursts + calls to MPI primitives), description 

of the architecture, model for the collective MPI primitives 

 

Class(es) of applications 

MPI parallel applications 

 

Class(es) of resources 

SMP, clusters 

 

Prediction method 

The simulator reconstructs the execution tracefile by estimating the time to execute each 

computation burst and communication burst. The different parameters given in the 

architecture are used to estimate these times. The simulator uses different models for the point 

to point communications and for the collective communications 

  

Prediction quality  

The system has been checked with a large sort of applications, as the communication 

benchmarks IMB, NAS benchmarks, and with real applications. Prediction errors range 

between 10-20% error.  

 

Scheduling policies  

FIFO, Round Robin, CP (gives priority to threads in the critical path). 

 

Software tool 

Dimemas 

 

Availability 

Distributed by BSC.  

 

Architecture 

Written in C. Uses simulator techniques to maintain queues of events that are processed 

sequentially.  

 

Support of technologies 

MPI 

 

Publications 
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 [26][27] 

 

Links  

www.cepba.upc.edu/dimemas 
 

4.7. eNANOS (statistical analysis of workloads) 
 

Model 

The techniques presented have been evaluated and proposed in the scope of the UPC by the 

eNanos research group. They are based on statistical and data mining techniques that other 

authors, like Gibbons, Smith or Downey have proposed previously.  We have carried out 

deeper analysis of the usage of prediction techniques in the backfilling scheduling techniques 

ant its derivate. We based all these studies on a previous workload analysis focused on finding 

out desirables workload properties for the performance prediction. 

 

Category  

The prediction techniques that have been developed are grouped in three main parts: 

• Prediction techniques that uses statistical estimators (mean, median, IRQ and stdev). 

These techniques have been applied with classifing techniques based on static 

templates. 

• Prediction techniques based on data mining algorithms. 

• Prediction techniques based on mathematical approaches.  

 

Authors 

Francesc Guim,  Julita Corbalan and Jesus Labarta 

 

Scope  

The studies and techniques presented have been designed to be applied basically to local 

centers and specific cluster or computers. However, they could be extrapolated to be used in 

other scopes such as distributed systems with more than one center or host. 

 

Estimated values 

The predictors developed in this scope are mainly focused to predict performance variables 

related the job executions: 

� The run time of the jobs. 

� The memory required by the jobs. 

� The queue of the system where the user would submit a given job. This prediction is 

intended to be used in distributed systems with more than one center. Since it becomes 

useful in situations like the following: given a target with different queues where to 

submit the jobs (host or cluster) the broker or scheduler could decide to which queue 

submit it basing its decision on the predictor estimation, the predictor would carry out 

the estimation on the kind of queues where user has submitted previously in other 

centers. 

 

Predictor input   

There are two different kinds of inputs that differ depending on the predictor used: 

� Predicting the queue only requires the job identification and user as an input. 

However, as it is internally constructed as a decision tree, it needs feedback 

information for update or recomputed its internal structure, so the user/scheduler has 
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to provide the workload feedback once the jobs are executed; this workload format is 

based on the standard workload format proposed by Feitelson et Al.  

� Predicting the memory and the runtime requires the job executable/script, the user and 

the number of processors required (optionally).  Similar as the queue predictor, the 

appropriate entity of the system has to provide feedbacks about the different entries of 

the workload of the center about to the jobs are being finished.   

 

Class(es) of applications 

Focused in parallel applications (MPI, Open MP and Open MP + MPI applications). 

 

Class(es) of resources 

The predictor and the scheduling techniques are mainly designed for local clusters and hosts. 

They can be heterogeneous or homogeneous. However they could be extended to be used for 

Grids. 

 

Prediction method 

The prediction methods use the different kinds of techniques: 

� The prediction of the runtime and memory usage can be carried out using the 

statistical estimators of the mean, median or the linear regression. The historical 

information of the workload is used to estimate such values.  However, when a 

prediction is required, not all the historical information is used for the computation. 

(Each entry of this historical data contains information about the execution of given 

job in the Standard Workload Format: user, group, number of processors, run time 

etc.) The entries of historical data used for the prediction are selected using a set of 

static templates (for example [user, group, number processors]). The  more specific 

template that matches thejob is used. The prediction equations applied to this set of 

jobs can be: 

o ( ) )(,,, jobsmeancpusgroupuserjobrt =   where the jobs are selected by 

applying the templates. 

o ( ) )()(,,, jobsstdevjobsmeancpusgroupuserjobrt +=  This formula was 

proposed by Feitelson et Al.  

o ( ) )(,,, jobsmediancpusgroupuserjobrt =  

o ( ) )()(,,, jobsIRQjobsmediancpusgroupuserjobrt +=  

o ( ) βα += cpuscpusgroupuserjobrt ·,,,  where the coefficients of this simple 

linear regression are computed for the jobs provided by the templates. 

The second subset of predictors use no biased estimators due to we find out that the in 

some cases workloads contain extreme values that can be considered as outliers and 

that affect the results of the other estimators. 

� The queue where too submit the jobs are predicted using the data mining algorithms of 

decision trees. Two different sets of decision trees are used the CD5 and ID3. 

� The job runtime predictor was also implemented using the clustering algorithm of the 

K-Nearest Neighbors, K-Means and X-Means. In this case, instead of using static 

templates the predictor each β seconds creates a set of job typologies using the 

mentioned algorithms. Each time that a prediction is required for a given job, the 

statistical estimators presented before are used in the set of jobs that belongs to the 

same group that the given job. 
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Prediction quality  

 

The evaluation of the predictors has been carried out using workloads of the Barcelona 

Supercomputing Center, and some of the workloads provided by Feitelson in his workload 

archive.  

All the predictors predicting the memory usage for parallel applications have similar 

behavior: they forecast good predictions around the 35% of the applications (predicting with 

an error of less than 5% the almost all its executions), they had poor prediction results in 30% 

of the cases (predicting with an error of less more than 80% in almost their executions), and 

the 35% left has been spread among the other percentages. The runtime for the parallel 

applications, in average the error was around 30%.  

On the other hand, for the sequential applications, the memory predictions are speared in two 

main groups of applications: 40% of applications are almost never well predicted, and another 

40% is well predicted from 90% to 100% of times. Regarding the runtime of this second kind 

of applications, there are approximately a 50% of applications that are whose executions are 

well predicted around 90%-100% of times, and there are a 40% of applications that are almost 

never well predicted. However the importance of the applications that are well predicted is 

doubtful, due to those applications that are more executed or that are consuming more time 

are well predicted at most the 30% times of they executions. 

 

 

Scheduling policies  

 

We carried out a deeper analysis of which is the impact of the runtime prediction in the EASY 

backfilling policy and its derivate: LXWF, SJF and SJL. We evaluated two different types of 

errors: quantitative errors, adding an amount of time in the real runtime; and qualitative 

errors, changing completely the nature of the job, for example estimating that a job will be 

really large while it is short.  Furthermore, we evaluated the impact of predicting with 

accuracy a given subset of jobs based on their nature, for example jobs that use a reduced 

number of processors or jobs that use a high amount of memory.  The main goal of this 

second study have been detecting if predicting with accuracy a given kind of applications the 

performance of backfilling increases substantially. We have designed new performance metric 

that provides a uniform index of satisfaction of the user about the submitted jobs. Our main 

goal have been designing a metric that tries to evaluate the Quality of Service that the user 

perceives, providing a uniformed way to evaluate all submitted jobs. It is not intended to be 

substitute of the other used metrics, rather this, it is intended to provide complementary 

information that we consider that it is not present in the other. 

 

As a result of these studies we concluded that qualitative errors in job runtime estimation have 

shown similar patterns as the other presents in the quantitative errors:  adding qualitative 

errors to the short jobs has an important impact on the system performance.  It has been 

demonstrated that adding qualitative errors on their runtime estimations rather results in 

dramatic drop of the performance. The backfilling scheduling policies are being affected by 

the jobs runtime estimation error. However, not all the errors are critical, adding similar errors 

to all the jobs has no real impact, neither adding errors to those jobs that are large or medium. 

On the other hand, estimation errors for short jobs are more critical. If the estimations error 

increases, it results in a substantial increase of slowdown or U-QoS. Furthermore, qualitative 

errors in these jobs are more critical than the others, and predictors should try to avoid them.   
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Taking into account the results obtained in this study, we support that it make sense to design 

specialized predictors for determined job types, and use them instead of user runtime 

estimates as an input of backfilling scheduling policies. In general, these predictors should 

have to be as much accurate as possible for those jobs that are likely to be short, and try to 

avoid qualitative errors on them. On the other hand higher errors could be acceptable in the 

rest of the jobs. 

 

Software tool 

Not available 

 

 

Publications 

[7][28][29][30][31] 

 

Links  

� http://francesc.guim.net/Professional/publications.htm - publications page of Francesc 

Guim  

� http://www.bsc.es/projects/deepcomputing/grid/enanos/index.html - BSC eNanos team 

web page 

� http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/~feit/ - Feitelson Home page 

� http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/~dants/ - Dan Tsafrir's Homepage 
 

4.8. Modelling  Workloads for Grid Systems (statistical analysis and 

Markov-chains) 
 

Model 

Modelling  Workloads for Grid Systems  

 

Based on existing workload traces from parallel computers, as available in the standard 

workload archive, extensive studies on submission patterns and user behavior had been 

conducted. Based on these analysis it could be deduced that the individual user behavior differ 

but common patterns can be found to classify users in groups. Studies showed that a set of 3-4 

user groups are sufficient to adequately model a whole supercomputer workload. To this end, 

a suitable job analysis and classification has been provided as well as a workload modelling 

strategy which is based on Markov chains to allow the consideration of complex behavioral 

patterns. Simulations showed that this workload modelling provided more realistic results 

compared to existing statistical modelling  approaches. Moreover, the Markov-chain-based 

user-group modelling  can be applied to predict future job submissions. Such information can 

be used to improve scheduling decisions in an online environment. 

  

 

Category  

Model category with regard to applied:  

• history of previously submitted jobs 

• statistical analysis of workload submissions to derive rules and parameterization for 

modelling  

• Multiple Markov-chains to model group behavior. 
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Authors 

Baiyi Song, Ramin Yahyapour, Carsten Ernemann 

University of Dortmund 

Papers in 2004-2005 

 

Scope  

Prediction has been made for parallel computers with batch queuing systems. 

 

Estimated values 

- The arrival time of jobs 

- Parallelism of a job (number of nodes requested) 

- User-estimated job length/runtime 

 

Predictor input   

- Submission time 

- User ID 

- User-estimated  job length/runtime 

- Actual job length/runtime 

- Parallelism of a job (number of nodes requested) 

 

Class(es) of applications 

Parallel batch jobs 

 

Class(es) of resources 

Homogenous parallel clusters. 

 

Prediction method 

Statistical analysis is conducted to identify and classify job submissions. The association of 

users to similar job submissions is used to identify groups of users. The groups are modeled 

based on the statistical parameters of their job submissions. Analysis is done on job 

parallelism, runtime, re-occurance of jobs and arrival times. A Markov chain matrix is created 

for each user group to model the individual behavior. The different states allow the 

consideration of reoccurring patterns of job types in sequences. 

 

Prediction quality  

The modeled workload submissions have been compared to existing workload models which 

are usually based on individual statistical modelling of different job parameters. The 

modelling  results showed improved similarity with real traces. However, these comparisons 

are based on individual workloads with different level of improvements. The main advantage 

lies in the ability to classify and model user groups without existing group information just by 

similarities of user behaviors. This allows further individual modelling of these user groups 

and corresponding priorization and consideration in scheduling. 

 

Scheduling policies  

Backfilling batch scheduling 

 

Software tool 

No package has been created.  

 

Availability 
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The approach is documented in paper publication. 

 

Architecture 

The statistical analysis and modelling  has been done with the “R” statistical package 

 

 

Support of technologies 

Scheduling systems for local queues and Grids 

 

Publications 

[32][33][34][35] 

 

Links  

 
 

4.9. Grid performance prediction based on historical information 

(prediction of Grid Service response time) 
 

Model 

Grid performance prediction base in historical information 

 

The main objective of this solution is to predict the overall Grid Service response time in a 

given set of Resources. A brief model illustration can be seen as a learning process that aims 

to continuously increase the Grid environment acknowledge and progress Grid Services and 

Resources instances towards an ideal scenario where its performance behavior can be 

described as analyzed.  The term analyzed is a moment on time where the study of Grid 

Services or Resources composition and workload data leads to a situation where the predicted 

performance behavior matches its real response time. The analyzed label needs to be 

considered as a analyzed condition range where different level of accuracy can be expressed. 

The usage scenarios are analyzed from a Grid User, a Grid Application Developer, and a Grid 

Provider point of view: a Grid User study is focused in the performance prediction 

implications related to what they may expect from a Grid Services submission. For Grid 

Application Developers who wish to design and deploy Grid applications and do not know 

where to begin with regards to predict they Grid application performance, these scenarios 

provide a library of cases by which to match against best practices. For Grid Providers these 

scenarios describe what can be expected of applications (and users) that may run on their 

resources, and how their Services and Resources may perform against a promised service 

level agreement. 
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The scenarios are summarized into four categories: Use of analyzed Grid Services in its Grid 

Resources, Use of analyzed Grid Services in a modified Grid Resource, use of unidentified 

Grid Services in an analyzed Grid Resource, and use of unidentified Grid Services in 

unidentified Grid Resources. The study process aims to use a self learning Grid modelling  

technique reflecting stochastic values, where data mining rules are tuned and customized to 

each Grid Environment. 

 

 

Category  

Model category with regard to applied:  

• Workload data history 

• Query-centric system for knowledge acquisition using simple ontologies and inter-

ontology mappings to transform data into information 

• Information analysis for Grid modelling . 

• Statistical information analysis to derive and tune data mining rules and stochastic 

values for each model component.  

 

Authors 

Ariel Goyeneche , Gabor Terstyanszky , Thierry Delaitre , Stephen Winter 

Centre for Parallel Computing,  

Cavendish School of Computer Science, 

University of Westminster 

 

Scope  

 

Predictions are currently carried out for the UK National Grid Service (www.ngs.ac.uk) made 

of several Compute and Data Providers, each of them compose of clusters of different specs.  

 

Estimated values 

 

Overall Grid Service response time for a given set of Resources. 

 

Predictor input   
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Depending on which prediction technique is used, de parameter input range is composed 

of:  

 

• Head node data:  

o Date, Time , Requirement type 

• Scheduler data:  

o Date, Time , Action (Leaving Scheduling Cycle, Starting Scheduling Cycle, 

etc) 

• Scheduling data:  

o Date, Time, Schedule Name, Job ID, Status (Starving, Considering job to run, 

Considering job to run, etc) 

• Job data: 

o Gridnode, date, time, JobId, Job_Name, Job_Owner, session_id, job_state, 

queue 

o Resources used: cpupercent,cput,mem,ncpus,vmem,walltime 

o Server: ctime, mtime, qtime 

o Resource List cput, ncpus, neednodes, nodect, nodes, walltime 

 

 

Class(es) of applications 

Parallel batch jobs 

 

Class(es) of resources 

Heterogeneous parallel clusters 

 

Prediction method 

 

A graphical representation about the solution’s modules and its interactions can be seen in the 

following figure: 
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– At T0, the initial raw data coming from the Grid environment to be analyzed starts to 

be processed. In order to do that, an initial set of parameters is used to filter and transform the 

distributed semantically heterogeneous data into a collection of tables structured. 

– At T1 the different Grid model instances starts to take shape based in the homogenous 

information generated before. At the beginning those models may lack of relevant information 

or may not have an applicable profile. Therefore the process composes of T0 and T1 may 

possibly be repeated until those Grid models reach a relevant stage to be used in the next step. 

– Now, in T2, a learning process using relevant Grid models and performance 

information is carried out. Mining rules are defined and different model instances are 

enhanced with new characteristics and stochastic values. At this point is when different 

learning machine techniques are applied and where the core of this research is. 

– The performance predictor can be used at T4 when rich model instances and mining 

rules are available. Having said that, the output of T4 needs to be validated against real data 

coming from the facts produced by the predicted submissions, this means that the overall 

process jumps back to T0 to start a new loop of validations, learning, and improvements. 

Once the validator reaches an acceptable level of accuracy, the general solution can be move 

to a production level. 

  

Prediction quality  

 

Different Grid modelling  techniques reflecting stochastic values are currently carried out with 

dissimilar results. Very high accuracy prediction levels have been managed in some cases but 

a few other unpredictable results lead to rethink the different models and data to be 

considered. A more dynamic approach is not been implemented and tested. 

 

 

Software tool 

Different tools have been used to test different approaches and prototype the solution. The 

interoperability among them is usually manually done in an ad-hoc fashion. 

 

Availability 

The prototype is not available for download.  

 

Architecture: 

Database: Mysql/ MSSQL 

Ontology editor: Protégé  

Data mining tools (SSAS,SPSS,Weka) 

 

 

Links for Publications 

http://users.cscs.wmin.ac.uk/~goyenea/ 

 
 

4.10. Gamma Model (prediction based on a deterministic model) 
 

 

Model 

Gamma Model.  
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The Gamma Model is a model that characterizes applications and machines [36]. It computes 

a single value: Gamma, directly related to the Efficiency (E) of an application component on a 

machine. Gamma = 1 means an efficiency of 50 %, e.g. same computation and 

communication times. 

 

Gamma > 1 : well balanced parallel application component 

 

Category  

Deterministic information used to choose well-suited machine  

 

Authors 

Ralf Gruber, Vincent Keller, Trach-Minh Tran 

 

Scope  

Clusters, SMP, NUMA, Vector machines. 

 

Estimated values 

Evaluate parameters after execution 

 

Predictor input   

Based on previous computations of the same application component 

 

Class(es) of applications 

Each component is supposed to be well balanced. Thus, it should run on a homogeneous 

parallel machine.  

 

Class(es) of resources 

Each component can run on a different parallel machine 

 

Prediction method 

Ganglia data and accounting data are interpreted by the VAMOS system [39] 

  

Prediction quality  

Experience shows that a given application component generally gives very similar 

performance data on different executions. Thus, previously measured performance predictions 

are good estimations for later job submissions  

 

Scheduling policies  

The policy is based on the ISS concept [37,38,39]. In fact, a cost function model is supposed 

to predict the best machine at a given moment. This model minimizes costs of the application 

components. The cost model includes data on the Gamma model, on the availability of the 

different machines in a Grid, on the waiting time and on other not directly measurable 

quantities such as ecological impact 

 

Software tool 

The Intelligent Grid Scheduling System (ISS) implements the Gamma Model as a part of the 

scheduling process. 

 

Availability: 
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Middle 2007: alpha version, end 2007 beta version. ISS team is CSCS (Swiss 

National SuperComputer Centre), EPFL (Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne) 

and EIA-Fr (Ecole d'Ingénieurs et d'Architectes de Fribourg).  

 

Main contact persons: Ralf Gruber, EPFL (Ralf.Gruber@epfl.ch), Pierre Kuonen, EIF 

(Pierre.Kuonen@eif.ch), Peter Kunszt, CSCS (pkunzst@cscs.ch). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Architecture 

ISS will be integrated into the VIOLA / MSS Architecture (UNICORE). ISS includes 

a Broker evaluating the cost function, the VAMOS monitoring module, and an 

Information System with a dataWarehouse 

 

 

Publications 

[36][37][38][39] 

 

Links  

 

http://web.cscs.ch/ISS 
 

4.11. OpenSeries & StreamMiner (time series analysis for prediction of 

machine loads and availability of machines) 
 

Model 

1. Classifier-based models with exploiting correlations between time series 

2.  Fuzzy-rules models for scarce (training) data sets 

3. Multivariate ARIMA-models  

 

Category 

Our models work on generic (possibly multivariate) time series, but are tested for 

availability and workload predictions in desktop Grids and   

• Information: Our models work on generic (possibly multivariate) time series, but are 

tested for time series of load, memory, network,.. and availability of servers in data 

centers and in desktop Grids 
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• Methods: 1. Data Mining (various classifiers - decision trees, Bayesian, Support 

Vector Machines), 2. AI: fuzzy rules and genetic algorithms, 3. classical time series 

decomposition  

 

Authors 

Artur Andrzejak, Patricio Domingues and students 

 

Scope  

Environment:  performance characteristics (load, memory, network,..) always-on applications 

in business data centers; desktop Grids (both clusters) 

 

Estimated values 

prediction of workloads:  the expected server  load (CPU usage 

prediction of availability of desktop Grid computers in a pool  

applicable to both continuous and discrete predictions 

  

 

Predictor input   

input for data center predictions: time series of load, memory, network,.. of the whole cluster 

(correlation-based predictions within a cluster) 

input for desktop Grid predictions:   availability of servers, CPU load, amount of free memory 

 

  

 

Class(es) of applications 

arbitrary 

 

Class(es) of resources 

arbitrary 

 

Prediction method 

see [40][41][42][43] 

 

Prediction quality  

see [40][41][42][43] 

 

Scheduling policies  

Not available 

 

Software tool 

Proprietary Java-Based Frameworks “OpenSeries” and “StreamMiner” 

 

Availability 

Projects in development yet functional, available for research purposes on request  

 

 

Architecture 

Multithreaded Java-Based Applications with modular design 
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Support of technologies 

  

 

Publications 

[40][41][42][43] 
 

Links  

http://www.zib.de/andrzejak/  
 

4.12. LaPIe (performance optimization of collective communications) 
 

Model 

Performance optimization of collective communications 

Analysis on Grid-aware communication performance, poly-algorithm performance prediction 

and selection, communication scheduling heuristics 

 

Category  

 

1. information: off-line or runtime communication performance parameters to feed the 

models; collective communication pattern 

2. method: comparison among different communication strategies and runtime 

communication scheduling according to the desired operation  

 

Authors 

Luiz Angelo Steffenel (Algorille Team, LORIA/Université Nancy 2, France) 

Grégory Mounié (ID-IMAG Laboratory, INPG, France) 

 

Scope  

Computational grids and/or heterogeneous clusters. 

 

Estimated values 

Collective communication performances (communication makespan time) 

 

Predictor input   

We use the pLogP model to construct our prediction models. It includes mainly the 

communication latency - L, the message “gap” according to the message size – g(m) and the 

number of processes – P. 

However, as we deal with heterogeneous systems, these values depend also on the (logical) 

network topology. Hence, we developed several tools and strategies to identify heterogeneity 

and to efficiently measure pLogP parameters on large scale networks. 

Class(es) of applications 

Mostly parallel applications that make use of collective communication primitives (Broacast, 

Gather, Reduce, All-to-All, ...). This is mostly due to our development testbed (MPI 

applications), and therefore can be applied to other subjects such as Fault Tolerant systems or 

data redistribution. 

 

Class(es) of resources 

Arbitrary. It was developed to support strong heterogeneity, such as grids of SMP machines. 
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Prediction method 

Collective communications are relatively easy to model using network parameters such as 

latency and bandwidth. Therefore, we established performance models for a number of 

different communication strategies in order to select the better strategy to each different 

network “logical cluster”. Once we have a prediction on the communication inside each 

logical cluster, we are able to define a communication scheduling (using different heuristics) 

for the overall Grid communication pattern. 

A particular case relates to the All-to-All operation. As this communication pattern is strongly 

subjected to network contention, simple performance models cannot predict the 

communication time correctly. Therefore, we augmented the models with a “contention 

signature” that characterizes the contention effects on each different network. 

 

Prediction quality  

Different experiments were used to proof the quality of our predictions. In a “logical cluster” 

level, we compared the predictions with real communications while varying message sizes 

(zero bytes to 1MB), number of processes (1 to ~50) and network infrastructures (Fast 

Ethernet, Giga Ethernet and Myrinet). The average error rate is around 5-10%, which allows 

us to choose the better adapted strategy to each network environment. 

At Grid-level, we compared different scheduling heuristics with “Grid unaware” strategies. 

We do not established an average error rate as it depends mostly on the Grid heterogeneity 

and unwanted interactions with other network transmissions. However, we were able to 

observe that predictions do follow the same behavior of real communications, presenting most 

of times better communication times than “unaware”strategies (and at worst the same 

performance). These results therefore confirm that we can use performance predictions and 

scheduling heuristics to minimize the execution time of collective communications. 

 

Scheduling policies  

We made experiments different scheduling strategies to minimize the communication time on 

Grid environments. Well known heuristics such as FEF and ECEF were compared with 

specifically developed strategies of our own. A detailed description on these heuristics can be 

found on the papers listed on the Publications section. 

 

Software tool 

LaPIe – Grid-Aware Collective Communications 

 

Availability 

Prototype available at http://libresource.inria.fr/projects/LaPIe 

 

Architecture 

LaPIe is an MPI library that implements automatic performance prediction and 

strategy selection. It is strongly based on the MagPIe library, although our library 

outperforms the latter through effective topology discovery and multi-level 

communication optimization.   

 

Support of technologies 

Any MPI application that requires collective communication optimization. Just need to 

be linked with the application to replace default MPI operations 

 

Publications 

[44][45][46][47][48][49][50][51] 
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Links  

http://libresource.inria.fr/projects/LaPIe 

http://www.loria.fr/~barchet/index.html/ 
 

4.13. GPRES (jobs categorization based on templates for prediction of 

runtimes and queue times) 
 

Model  

Grouping of similar jobs based on static or dynamic templates approach. The model assumes 

that many different sets of templates may coexist and be applied for different environments. 

For each template various job parameters can be estimated. 

 

Category 

• information: history of previously submitted jobs, history of resources state, current 

state of resources 

• method: statistical, expert system 

 

Authors 

Wroclaw Center for Networking and Supercomputing (WCNS) in cooperation with 

Poznan Supercomputing and Networking Center (PSNC) 

 

Scope  

single machine, homogenous cluster, queuing system with heterogeneous resources, Grid 

 

Estimated values 

job execution times, queue waiting times, total run times, (potentially resources requirements) 

 

Predictor input  

Different sets of attributes for every estimated parameter may be used in the model. Main 

subset is: command, command arguments, no of processors, maximum memory usage, 

host_name (or generic values like CPU speed, CPU type, CPU count, main memory), queue 

name (or generic queue characteristics like scheduling policy, static constraints), user name. 

The resources and queues state information is also used, but is not obligatory. The model is 

still working for basic sets of job’s attributes, but the quality of estimation may decrease in 

lack of important ones. 

 

Class(es) of applications 

batch, parallel  

 

Class(es) of resources 

SMP, clusters (problems with gamma value of parallel jobs over mpi, requires mpiexec 

instead of mpirun) 

 

Prediction method 
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Historical jobs are categorized according to static or dynamic templates, the mean values of 

estimated parameters are calculated for each category (also min, max, stdev, error values). 

Such categories with specific parameters are inserted into the knowledge database as rules.  

Rules from knowledge data base are used to generate predictions for new jobs.  

 

Prediction quality 

Prediction errors for LoadLeveler jobs (UPC workload) were between 12 and 120% (avg 

25%) for run times, from 27 to 100% (avg 35%) for a total time, from 65 to 400% (avg 250%) 

for a pending time.  

Errors for LFS jobs (WCNS workload) were about 15% higher, with quite wrong results for 

the pending time. 

The tests were done with a limited set of attributes, as the workloads don’t contain 

information about the state of resources and queues in the moment of job’s submission.   

 

Scheduling policies  

This model was applied to select resources for jobs using a multi-criteria evaluation of 

resources. Details of this approach are presented in the paper listed below in the 

“Publications” paragraph. 

 

Software tool 

GPRES (Grid performance PREdiction System) 

 

Availability 

support: WCNS,  

status: prototype available as web service at: 

http://ws.wcss.wroc.pl:8080/gpres/services/gpres  

 

Architecture 

GPRES architecture is based on the architecture of expert systems.  

On the bottom of the system are Data Providers - small components distributed in the 

Grid, they gather information about historical jobs from logs of GRMS and local 

resource management systems (LRMS, e.g. LSF, PBS, LL). The data are collected in 

the internal Information data base. After the information is gathered the Data 

Preprocessing module prepares data for a knowledge acquisition. Jobs’ parameters are 

unified and joined (if the information about one job comes from several different 

sources, e.g. LSF and GRMS). Such prepared data are used by the Knowledge 

Acquisition module to generate rules. The rules are inducted into the Knowledge Data 

Base. When an estimation request comes to GPRES the Request Processing module 

prepares all the incoming data (about a job and resources) for the reasoning. The 

Reasoning module selects rules from the Knowledge Data Base and generates the 

requested estimation.  
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Support of technologies 

Grid resource broker: GRMS, the web service interface is available for any tool, but 

information gathering components need to be adapted to new environments. So far 

tested with LSF, PBS, and LoadLeveler. 

 

Publications 

[7] 

 

Links  

http://gpres.pl 

http://clusterix.pl 

http://www.wcss.wroc.pl/pb/sgigrid  
 

 

4.14. ASKALON (prediction of job execution and wait times based on 

historical information and inter-platform performance translation) 
 

 

Model 
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Design of Experiments. 

A novel design of experiments to reduce the complexity of training phase for the automatic 

prediction of job execution times. 

 

Automatic Training Phase. 

To automatically collect the training set, on the Grid-sites, according to the designed 

experiments and different loads on cpu and memory. This model gets the available Grid-sites 

through Grid Resource Management and Brokerage system of ASKALON and uses GLARE 

model of ASKALON for automatic deployments. 

 

Performance sharing and translation using soft-benchmarks 

A mechanism to translate job execution time information inter- and cross-platform. 

 

Performance Prediction 

To predict the job execution time on different Grid-sites with different problem sizes under 

different loads on memory and cpu, using the minimum training set and performance 

translation model. 

 

Category  

• Historical performance information from the minimum training set and previously 

submitted jobs. 

• Mathematical models for inter- and cross-Grid performance sharing and translation 

[52]. 

 

 

Authors 

ASKALON Team, Distributed and Parallel Systems Group, University of Innsbruck, Austria. 

Farrukh Nadeem and Thomas Fahringer. 

 

Scope  

Single machine, parallel machines, homogeneous clusters, heterogeneous clusters, queuing 

system with heterogeneous resources, Grid, (with and without background load). 

 

Estimated values 

Job execution time, queue wait time.  

 

Predictor input   

Experimental Design 

Inputs for Experimental Design: Grid-site sample space, problem-size sample space, machine-

size sample space. Information about the Grid-sites is obtained from Grid Resource 

Management and Brokerage system of ASKALON, while information about the application is 

specified by the user of the application. 

 

Automatic Training Phase 

Inputs for Automatic Training Phase: Selected Grid-sites, discrete problem sizes and 

machine-size sample space. Selection of Grid-sites from the Grid-site sample space is 

automatic through the initial runs of Automatic Training Phase. 

 

Performance Prediction 
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Inputs for Performance Prediction: application name, activity name, problem-size, Grid-site, 

machine-size and current environment parameters (load on CPU and memory). Prediction 

engine connects to an information base, consisting of minimum training set yielded from 

automatic training phase. The information about the current environment of the machine (like 

CPU and memory background load) is obtained through NWS. 

 

Class(es) of applications 

Batch, parallel. 

 

Class(es) of resources 

SMPs, NUMA, shared NUMA, ccNUMA, COMA homogeneous and heterogeneous 

(network) clusters. 

 

Prediction method 

Minimum training set and information form previous actual runs is used for perdition. If the 

direct information is not available in the database then it is supplied from one of the identical 

machines. In case of unavailability even from an identical machine, a mechanism of 

translation is used to translate it from a base machine whose information is taken as reference 

information in the process of translation. Simple statistical methods of piece-wise straight line 

fit and b-splines are used for interpolation. Effect of background load on memory and CPU is 

adjusted before furnishings the final prediction.  

 

Prediction quality  

A prediction accuracy of 90%, in the worst case, has been observed in our experiments, and 

the standard deviation was at the most 2%. All the experiments of training phase and 

performance prediction were conducted with 3 real-world applications on Austrian Grid. Our 

method yields a reduction in training phase compared to exhaustive analysis.  

 

Scheduling policies  

The prediction based on the above models is used for scheduling decision by a multi-criteria 

scheduler in ASKALON, in which main attribute for selection of Grid-sites is execution time 

[53]. 

 

Software tool 

ASKALON G-Prophet (Grid-prophet). 

 

Availability 

A prototype implementation is available as GT4 service. 

 

Architecture 

Our performance prediction approach based on soft benchmarks is a 3-layered 

approach. Layer 1: design of experiments to reduce the complexity of automatic 

training phase, Layer 2: an automatic training phase to get the training set on 

heterogeneous Grid-sties, and the Layer 3: performance prediction using soft 

benchmarks [52].  We design the experiments for training phase in order to reduce 

complexity of training g phase, reduce training set and thus the training phase time. 

Experimental design yields a set of experiment with different problem sizes. In 

automatic training phase, the training set is collected from heterogeneous Grid-sties 

and put into information base. Prediction engine uses the minimum training set and 

mechanism of soft-benchmarks to translate cross- and inter-platform performance 
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information. Two interfaces to the prediction engine are available: a GUI and a GT4 

service interface. This architecture is shown in the figure below. 

 

 
 

 

Support of technologies 

A GT4 service interface is available to support Meta-scheduler and other services. A 

GUI is available for the user of Grid middleware. 

 

Publications 

[52][53] 

 

Links  

• http://www.dps.uibk.ac.at/ 

• http://www.dps.uibk.ac.at/projects/askalon/ 
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5. Analysis of Survey 
 

5.1. Classification of approaches 
 

Prediction techniques 

Many works concerning performance prediction for high performances applications have 

been presented in the literature. They can be divided in two main groups: 

• Prediction techniques based in mathematical or statistical techniques. 

• Prediction techniques based in data mining algorithms. 

There are some approaches that can be considered hybrid due to they used both kind of 

techniques in their algorithms.   

 

Prediction techniques based on mathematical models 

Some of the presented works, like those presented by Peter A. Dinda in [11,12,13,14,15], 

propose the usage of linear mathematical models for predicting the runtime for the 

applications submitted by the users. Dinda proposes the usage of the time series (AR, MA 

ARMA and ARIME) and a windowed mean for carry out host load estimations, and using 

such estimation for predict the job runtime. Recently, Yuanyuan presented in [56] news 

models, also based in time series and the P. Dinda work, for predict the runtime for Grid 

applications.  However, the mathematical models used are not only restricted to time series 

and linear regressions, other authors have proposed other mechanisms more specific to 

performance predictions: this is the case of the Gamma model proposed in the EPFL. The 

Gamma Model is a model that characterizes applications and machines. It computes a single 

value: Gamma, directly related to the Efficiency (E) of an application component on a 

machine. 

 

Other works [57] have proposed the usage of a state-transition model to characterize the 

resource usage of each program in its past executions. The prediction scheme uses the 

knowledge of the program's resource usage in its last execution together with its state-

transition model to predict the resource usage in its next execution. Each state of this model 

characterize a certain type of applications and when a prediction is required linear regressions  

created from to the jobs that belongs to such categories are used.   

 

Other kinds of techniques that are frequently used are the statistical estimators. The more 

commonly used are the biased estimators mean and standard deviation, and some other works 

use the unbiased estimators median and IRQ. However, more sophisticate statistical 

approaches have been proposed during these last years. One of the most representative works 

is the once proposed by Allen B. Downey. He basically characterizes the applications 

describing the speedup of the application on a family of curves that are parameterized by a 

job’s average parallelism and its variance. Using this profile he generates the speedups for the 

jobs models that will be used for derivate the runtime for the applications using the mean and 

median estimators.     

 

Finally, the other statistical approach that is also commonly used is the simulation. The main 

problem of such techniques is that it is very time consuming and not always can be carried 

out. It is also difficult to fit this prediction method in the runtime for scheduling purposes. An 

example is the Dimemas simulator developed in the UPC. The simulator reconstructs the 

execution trace file by estimating the time to execute each computation burst and 
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communication burst. The different parameters given in the architecture are used to estimate 

these times. 

 

Prediction techniques based on data mining 

Data mining techniques has became very popular during this lasts years. They are being used 

in a very wide range of areas, including the job performance prediction.   

 

These techniques are especially interesting because they can be applied to a very different 

kind of data independently of its nature (on the contrary some statistical algorithms require 

the normality of the input variables for assure the correctness of the resulting conclusions). 

Moreover, the most interesting of their characteristics, is that they have an autonomic learning 

mechanism, and they are able to derive or discover new knowledge without the necessary 

interaction of a third part (user, expert or other software component), for example the 

algorithm X-Means has this property.  

 

Probably, the incoming predictions works will base their techniques in data mining 

algorithms. Some works have been proposed, however there are still a lot of branches to be 

studied and evaluated. In general, data mining has a lot chances to be used for performance 

prediction.  

 

Warren Smith et al. in [8][25] presented a first approximation to these techniques. Their work 

is mostly based on the work that previously Gibbons [24] and Downey [9] presented before, 

which consisted in a static clustering of the workloads and a later usage of the mean and 

median inside this clusters.  

Smith proposes predictions also using templates and statistical estimators, however in their 

case, the definition of the templates was done dynamically. They create these templates using 

search techniques for identifying good templates for a given workload: basically based on 

Greedy and genetic algorithms. Also the predictions are carried out using as an input the jobs 

that matches to the template that is being applied, and computing the mean estimator and the 

linear regression to correct the previous errors.  Similar approach these presented is the once 

proposed by the GPRES model. It groups similar jobs based on static or dynamic templates 

approach. The model assumes that many different sets of templates may coexist and be 

applied for different environments. For each template various job parameters can be 

estimated. 

 

This last year, Hui Lui et al [58] presented a new prediction technique for wait queue time and 

runtime using the data mining algorithm of the K-Nearest Neighbor. This is one of the 

predictions works that is fully based on a data mining algorithm for carry out the estimations. 
 

5.2. Usability Study 
 

Prediction and scheduling  

Many currently used scheduling policies require the run time estimation from the user when a 

job is submitted, for example, the EASY backfilling and derivate policies. However, 

providing this information in heterogeneous Grid environments is not trivial. For an important 

part of all the jobs that are submitted to the Grid or local systems, it is quite complex or even 

impossible to estimate the runtime and waiting time. In some cases, user may be not able to 

provide such information due to the lack of knowledge of where the job will run (different 

architectures or systems perform different). In other cases the access point to the Grid may not 
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require such estimation to the user.  In such scenarios, the design and usage of prediction 

techniques becomes very sensible, useful and necessary. On the other hand, policies that do 

not require such estimations for their core algorithm may use these estimations for tune their 

decisions. However, the usage of predictors in local scheduling policies is still an open 

problem, and before facing this problem in the Grid environments the problem must be 

studied and solved for the local systems.  

 

The review of existing performance prediction models and solutions presented in Section 4 

shows that a considerable effort has been made in this area to date. These solutions have been 

classified and summarized in section 5.1. Additionally, there may exist solutions that were not 

included into this survey as well as prediction methods used in other research domains. 

However, in spite of considerable number of solutions presented, use of performance 

prediction methods in Grids is still non-trivial problem. In this subsection we investigate 

existing solutions in terms of their exploitation in Grid scheduling. To this end, we study two 

major aspects of methods included in the survey. First, we analyze models and their usability 

for Grid scheduling problems. Second, we look at availability of software that could be used 

for that purpose. 

 

Models 

We can identify several major features of performance prediction models that are essential in 

terms of their use in Grid scheduling. Some of requirements for performance prediction 

models result from dynamic character of Grids, their heterogeneity, and need of quality of 

service provisioning. Main requirements that must be into consideration during the analysis of 

models usability are listed below. 

Main requirements for performance prediction models in Grid scheduling: 

� Prediction of important parameters. There are certain parameters that are essential for 

efficient Grid scheduling. The most important parameters (however, usability of 

particular parameters depends on a given scenario): 

o Runtime. Job execution time. 

o Queue waiting time. Time between job submission to a local resource 

management system and start of the job. 

o Job resource requirements. For example, required number of processors, 

amount of memory etc. 

o Resource load. For example, CPU load, network load etc. 

o Communication time. Time needed for communication between application 

processes (crucial for distributed jobs). 

o Data transfer time. Essential if large amounts of data need to be processed. 

• Information about errors. Since Grids are dynamic and heterogeneous systems Grid 

schedulers cannot assume always reliable and precise performance prediction 

information. Nevertheless, information about expected prediction errors may 

significantly improve scheduler’s decisions. 

• Performance guarantees and/or small prediction errors. This is important especially for 

Grid scheduling with QoS. 
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• Performance prediction based on incomplete and/or imprecise information. In Grid 

environments it may be common that not very detailed information is provided for a 

prediction system. Even then a performance prediction system should be able to 

estimate values. 

• Large scope of handled applications and resources. Ideally model should be general 

enough to allow predicting needed parameters for arbitrary applications and types of 

resources. 

 

The parameters estimated by performance prediction models included in the survey are 

presented in Table 1 and information how many solutions supports particular parameters is 

summarized in Figure 1. 
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Table 1 Parameters estimated by performance prediction models 

Model Runtime Queue 
waiting time 

Resource 
requirements 

Resource 
load 

Communication 
time 

Data 
transfer 

time 
Downey  +     

Dinda +   +   

NWS    + +  

Faerman      + 

Smith +      

DIMEMAS +    +  

eNANOS + + +    

Modelling  
Workloads for 
Grid Systems 

+  +    

Grid performance 
prediction based 
on historical 
information 

+      

Gamma Model   +    

OpenSeries & 
StreamMiner 

      

LaPIe     +  

GPRES + + +    

ASKALON + +     
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Figure 1 Summary of estimated parameters by performance prediction models in the survey 

In general, models presented in the survey provide predictions of most of the parameters 

needed in Grid scheduling. However, most of them are designed for prediction of particular 

parameters. Therefore, each of them can be used for different purposes depending on type of 
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scheduled applications and scheduling objectives. If a Grid scheduler needs to use multiple 

parameters for scheduling it would have to use multiple performance prediction solutions to 

obtain required parameters. The similar conclusions can be made based on analysis of classes 

of applications and input information handled by the considered solutions. Depending on 

these aspects of a Grid environment different prediction approaches would have to be used. 

On the other hand, there are solutions that are more generic and provide estimations of greater 

number of parameters for wider class of applications. These solutions based mostly on 

historical data concerning job execution include for example GPRES or eNANOS solutions. 

However, since they are quite generic and use general input parameters taken from available 

logs a quality of their predictions can be relatively poor when compared to specialized models 

requiring more detailed description of application and/or resources, and being limited to 

certain classes of applications such as for example DIMEMAS or Gamma model. Therefore, 

use of any of these tools depends on specific goals and expected characteristics of 

applications and resources. For instance, if performance prediction is needed for large Grids 

containing heterogeneous resources where a wide scope of various applications can be 

executed, then generic methods such as Smith’s, eNANOS, or GPRES tool can be used.  They 

assume that available jobs are described by a set of arbitrary parameters so they should work 

for various classes of applications. On the other hand let us assume a Grid environment that 

consists of considerable number of different resources and there are only a few available 

applications. If there is good knowledge about computation/communication ratio for these 

applications (e.g. based on benchmarking) as well as resources the Gamma model can be 

applied, which would probably provide good results. For certain classes of applications such 

as MPI applications the DIMEMAS or LaPIe tools should be useful. These libraries have to 

be linked with the application. Both tools reported low prediction errors ratio in their 

experiments (10-20% and 5-10% for DIMEMAS and LaPIe, respectively). 

In order to check and evaluate how existing models can be used in practice we also 

summarized in Table 2 how they already have been used in scheduling methods.  

 

Table 2 Scheduling policies using results of performance prediction models in the survey 

Model Scheduling Policy 

Downey OPT – minimize the turnaround time of each job (with perfect prediction) 
PRED – minimize the turnaround time of each job (with realistic 
prediction) 
BIAS – uses the linear transformation between actual and predicted 
values 
HEUR – uses runtime threshold 

Dinda - 

NWS ApLeS scheduling (application centric) 

Faerman - 

Smith FCFS, LWF, Backfilling  

DIMEMAS FIFO, Round Robin, CP (gives priority to threads in the critical path) 

eNANOS EASY backfilling policy and its derivates: LXWF, SJF and SJL 

Modelling  Workloads for 
Grid Systems 

Backfilling batch scheduling 

Grid performance 
prediction based on 

- 
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historical information 

Gamma Model Cost function model to predict the best machine at a given moment 

OpenSeries & 
StreamMiner 

- 

LaPIe scheduling strategies to minimize the communication time (FEF and 
ECEF heuristics compared own strategies) 

GPRES Minimum completion time strategy with multi-criteria evaluation of 
resources (including information about prediction errors) 

ASKALON Workflow scheduling algorithms based on execution time (genetic, HEFT, 
and ‘myopic’ algorithms) 

 

Many of existing models were applied in Grid scheduling. Most of them were used to 

improve backfilling strategy and use minimum completion time approach. There were also 

attempts to include knowledge from prediction systems in more complex cost functions, using 

multi-criteria approach, and for workflow scheduling. 

 

Practical solutions 

In addition to requirements concerning performance prediction models themselves there are 

also some practical issues that influence the usability of particular solutions. The most 

important issues considered in this survey are as follows: 

• Software availability. This includes mainly software maturity, its support licensing 

(free, open source). 

• Interface. To be really useful for Grid schedulers performance prediction tool should 

provide remote , easy to use, and generic interface.  

• Integration with common resource management and Grid technologies. To apply 

performance prediction in practice it should be possible to integrate it with major 

common Grid technologies, in particular 

o Local resource management systems (LRMSs). It is very useful if performance 

prediction system can support prediction for jobs submitted to widely used 

LRMSs, e.g. LSF, PBS, SGE, etc.  

o Grid middleware. It should possible to integrate a performance prediction 

system to existing Grid infrastructures, e.g, get information from Grid 

information system etc. 

o Handling distributed libraries such as MPI, MPICH-G2, etc. 

o Grid security. Performance prediction systems should provide secure access to 

its functionality through support of Grid security technologies. 

 

Analysing table 3 you can see that there are a few software packages available. However, 

some of them are not mature enough to be commonly used. Others are generic packages 

which are not designed to be easily (without additional development effort) deployed in Grid 

environments. 
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Other approaches 

In addition to the performance prediction models and solutions presented above there were 

other attempts to use them in Grid scheduling. Recently, some researchers have presented 

some evaluations of the usage of real predictors in scheduling policies.  The work of Tsafrir et 

al. has contributed significantly in this area. In [54] they evaluate the usage of predictions in 

the backfilling scheduling rather than user estimate. In [55] the same authors propose the 

usage of three different kinds of predictors in the EASY-SJF-Backfilling scheduling policy. 

The usage of one of these predictors in the scheduling depends on the amount of information 

available from the system. They are focused to be used in three different kinds of scenarios: 

the first one, where the historical information for the jobs execution is available and the 

runtime estimation is provided by the user; the second one where the user runtime estimation 

is available but the historical information yes; and finally the information less algorithm 

where there is no information for the jobs.  They conclude that the usage of such prediction 

techniques can improve the overall performance of the system. The presented results show 

that such algorithms are quite accurate and that the absolute error in the predictions is 

acceptable. 
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Table 3 Availability of software and support for Grid technologies of solutions in the survey 

Model Software Grid Technologies 

Downey - - 

Dinda - - 

NWS NWS (Network Weather Service) Globus Toolkit 2.x (LDAP-based 
MDS), Globus Toolkit 4.0, Condor 

Faerman - - 

Smith - - 

DIMEMAS Dimemas MPI 

eNANOS - - 

Modelling  Workloads for 
Grid Systems 

- - 

Grid performance 
prediction based on 
historical information 

Different tools used (Data mining 
tools: (SSAS,SPSS,Weka; Ontology 
editor: Protégé). The interoperability 
among them manually in an ad-hoc 
fashion 

 

Gamma Model The Intelligent Grid Scheduling 
System (ISS) implements the 
Gamma Model as a part of the 
scheduling process 

UNICORE 
VIOLA scheduler 

OpenSeries & 
StreamMiner 

Proprietary Java-Based 
Frameworks “OpenSeries” and 
“StreamMiner” 

 

LaPIe LaPIe – Grid-Aware Collective 
Communications 

Any MPI application that requires 
collective communication 
optimization. Just need to be linked 
with the application to replace 
default MPI operations 

GPRES GPRES (Grid performance 
PREdiction System) 

GRMS resource broker  

LSF, PBS, and LoadLeveler (can 
be adapted to another 
environments) 

ASKALON  G-Prophet (Grid-prophet) GT4 

 

 

 

5.3. Gap Analysis 
 

Analyzing the summary of existing performance prediction models and solutions (see 

Sections 4 and 5.1) and study of their usability in Grid scheduling (section 5.2) the following 

missing functionalities, issues, and challenges have been identified: 

• Performance guarantees. There is still need to further investigate methods for 

expression and fulfillment of performance guarantees (e.g. in a form of performance 
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contracts) for more generic classes applications. This issue is essential to provide QoS 

in Grids and realize scheduling with service level agreements (SLAs). 

• Detailed and reliable information about possible prediction errors. If performance 

guarantees cannot be provided than at least stochastic information about possible 

errors should be available. There are still not too many solutions that provide this 

functionality and there is also a lack of standardized way to express it. In addition to 

this, there is still a need of study how Grid schedulers should use this knowledge. In 

particular, efficient methods for dealing with possible performance errors in Grid 

scheduling with reservations are needed. 

• Standardized common methods for specification of application performance models. 

There is no common way to express application performance model. Thus, use of 

deterministic models and provision of performance guarantees can be done only for 

particular scenarios and classes of applications. 

• Standard Grid workload format. There is no agreed common Grid workload format 

such as existing format for description of LRMS workloads. 

• Integrated infrastructure providing access to different prediction systems depending on 

application and resource type. It seems that design of generic performance prediction 

models working well for all (or at least many major) classes of application and 

resources is extremely hard. Therefore, a Grid scheduler should probably access 

various performance prediction systems based on types of scheduled applications and 

available information about resources. Further research is needed to more deeply 

investigate this issue. 

 

Of course, this list can be extended taking into account specific requirements coming from 

particular scenarios and infrastructures. On the other hand, some of the issues listed above 

have been already addressed but in a specific case, for instance for limited classes of 

applications etc., and need to be further investigated. 

Last but not least, in spite of significant research efforts, there are not many mature software 

solutions generic and efficient enough to use them in various Grid environments. 
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6. Summary 
 

In this deliverable a survey of existing performance prediction models and solutions was 

presented. The list of solutions may not be obviously complete since needed information was 

collected from CoreGRID partners and based on current knowledge of authors of this 

deliverable. There may exist research groups skipped in the survey that do not belong to the 

CoreGRID network, their results were not visible enough, or they have not considered 

performance prediction in a context of Grids or high performance computing. 

Nevertheless, a considerable number of models was collected to draw conclusions concerning 

performance prediction methods in the Grid context. We were able to classify them, see 

certain trends, analyze exploitation possibilities, identify weak points and challenges etc.  

The survey was focused on an exploitation of performance prediction methods in Grid 

scheduling. Therefore, this is not a complete review of all prediction models and approaches 

since a scope of this review would be too wide. 

The available input was summarized and, based on this, issues that require further studies 

identified. Among other research topics we concluded that additional investigation would be 

essential in the areas such as performance guarantees. There is still need to further investigate 

methods for expression and fulfillment of performance guarantees, detailed and reliable 

information about possible prediction errors, standardized common methods for specification 

of application performance models, standard Grid workload format, and integrated 

infrastructure providing access to different prediction systems depending on application and 

resource type. 

Practical aspects of use of performance prediction methods in Grid scheduling were also 

considered. To this end, information about available software and its limitation was included 

as well. This may be useful for Grid developers who search for software tools that could be 

used in the Grid infrastructures they are working on. It turned out that prediction methods 

presented in the survey were applied to various scheduling strategies summarized in Section 

5.2. In many cases, especially for prediction adjusted to specific applications and resources, 

use of performance prediction had a great influence on performance of Grid scheduling.  

Analyzing Table 3 you can see that there are a few software packages available. However, 

some of them are not mature enough to be commonly used. Others are generic packages 

which are not designed to be easily (without additional development effort) deployed in Grid 

environments.  

In addition to the performance prediction models and solutions presented above there were 

other attempts to use them in Grid scheduling. Some of them are mentioned in the 

introduction and analysis.  

In this way, this deliverable is a good starting point for further research in this domain as 

certain issues and challenges pointed out in the document require deeper studies. It also 

provides a general view of available tools and solutions for both, Grid practitioners who are 

looking for performance prediction tools or models to improve their Grid scheduling 

solutions, and Grid researchers who aim at new advances in the domain of performance 

prediction in Grids. 
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